Bienvenue sur la nouvelle version Française de FlowView PRISM! (Welcome to the new French version of FlowView PRISM!)

This week’s production release of FlowView PRISM 1.1 includes several bug fixes and a new version for our French-speaking customers.

www.adsprism.com

What's new in this update of FlowView PRISM 1.1:

All French Speaking Canadians Users Rejoice! – Today’s release provides an option for users to interact with a French language version of the PRISM platform. This option is in direct response to requests from our Canadian customers at WEFTEC this year. Users can enable this option by clicking through the “User Preferences” dropdown under the user name. The option is selected at the bottom of the popup window under “User Settings / Language Options” as shown below.
Notable Bug Fixes

- **Location Dashboard** – As noted in an earlier message this week, the team corrected an issue where, when trying to view data through the Location Dashboard, a user was unable to view historical data for the location when current data was not being received. Historical data can now be accessed through the Advanced Dashboard button even if there is no current data. It’s your data, you should be able to see it!

- **Home Screen** – We try to help make things easier for you, we really do! Well, one of our “easy” items somehow disappeared in a prior update, but it is now back. The hover text helping users identify the options and links associated with the Location Details popup window has returned! We hope this helps make life a little easier for you!
• **Vault Data Export Time Scale Selector** – Users have found it to be cumbersome to have to scroll through a list of numbers to select the hour/minute on the export popup. You now have the option to either select the time in a list of hours/minutes or enter your own values directly.

• **Login Error** – Some users experienced a cryptic login error that, frankly, made no sense! We have fixed that and made the error message much more understandable.

• **Back Collecting of Monitor Data Fixed** – The Team fixed a few errors associated with back collecting of data. An error where a user needed to back collect missing monitor data, but the back collect operation somehow managed to collect the wrong data or too much data has been fixed. Additionally, an error where the Start and End dates and times were ignored by the data collection engine has been fixed.

Several other minor bugs were squashed in this release. We still are working on a few, and plan to notify you when these are completely eradicated!

**So what’s next?**

Work on FlowView PRISM continues, and the team welcomes any and all comments, suggestions, and requests. We currently are moving forward with the development of FlowView PRISM to provide our customers with tools to do even more. Look for more updates coming soon as our team continues to provide rapid leaps in FlowView PRISM capabilities!

If you have any questions about FlowView PRISM, please contact Candi Cole, Lee Keel, or Jordan Box of the PRISM Development Team. Please continue to submit bug reports and feature requests through the self-reporting tool in FlowView PRISM.